Arrow’s Always-On Cloud Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery Solutions

Arrow FusionSM Professional Services

ARROW FUSIONSM ONLINE CLOUD BACKUP
Arrow Fusion’s Online Cloud Backup is a disk-based online backup and retrieval system for both Desktop and Server devices. With no capital investment required, Online Cloud Backup can be installed quickly and easily, offering immediate protection for all your data.

Applicable for companies in every market – from SMB, SME to Enterprise – Arrow Fusion’s Online Cloud Backup is fully integrated with Arrow Fusion Data Protection Suite, and provides the first step in ensuring secure, fast and reliable data recovery.

FEATURES
• Secure data transmission and storage
• Flexible backup scheduling options
• Continuous management and reporting via web-based portal
• Scalable to thousands of devices
• Data is accessible any time, from anywhere

BENEFITS
• Protect your data in a secure environment
• Reduce the costs and risks of onsite disk or tape backup
• Assurance that data recovery is always available, significantly reducing business risk

Cloud-based Online Backup provides a simple way to ensure your files are always available – anytime and from anywhere.

HOW THE SERVICE WORKS
Arrow Fusion’s Online Cloud Backup starts with the installation of an onsite agent for each of the identified production desktop devices and servers. An initial backup is performed capturing all existing data, and ongoing backup – scheduled or manual – captures only incremental changes, ensuring minimal impact on bandwidth.

Data is encrypted, compressed and transmitted securely to a top-tier Cloud Data Center, and is accessible from anywhere, at any time, through the web-based management portal.
FULLY MANAGED
• Proactive, remote administration and monitoring 7x24x365 via web-based management portal with full visibility, management, alerting, reports and billing capabilities
• Capacity management with account usage, threshold alerts and daily/weekly/monthly reporting
• Multi-user and administration level environment

SECURE
• Top-tier, Type II, SAS 70 Data Centers throughout North America
• Data isolation and maintenance of data in the country of origin
• Data encryption at the source, during transmission and in storage using 256-bit AES encryption

SIMPLE
• Automated and customizable continuous backup for complete offsite data protection
• Automatic detection of changes to target files and folders for immediate backup

SCALABLE
• Data de-duplication is fully integrated at the source
• Support for both individual devices and large enterprise server environments with thousands of instances with no additional maintenance overhead

FLEXIBLE
• Protection for open and locked files, applications and databases without the need for 3rd-party tools
• Support for both physical and VM instances
• File versioning available up to 30 days history

RELIABLE
• Recovery and Restore is available any time, from anywhere through the simple web-based management portal for files and folders

PLATFORMS SUPPORTED
• Linux® operating system
• Oracle® Solaris operating system
• Microsoft® server platform

For more information, contact Arrow FusionSM professional services at 877.558.6677 or visit http://ecs.arrow.com/fusion
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